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Abstract—With the explosive deployment of the information
and communications technology (ICT) infrastructures, the rising
cost of energy and increased environmental awareness has
sparked a keen interest in the development and deployment of
energy-efficient communication technologies. As a major player
in the ICT sector, the energy efficiency of the mobile cellular
networks can be significantly improved by switching off some
base stations during off-peak periods. In this paper, we propose
an energy-efficient BS switching strategy, and use cooperative
communication techniques among the base stations to effectively
extend network coverage. We incorporate both the path-loss
and fading effects in our system model, and derive closed-form
expressions for two important quality of service metrics, the callblocking probability and the channel outage probability. The
proposed scheme guarantees the quality of service of the user
equipments by identifying the user equipments situated at the
worst-case locations. The energy-saving performance is evaluated
and compared with the conventional uni-pattern operation.
Both analytical and numerical results show that the proposed
energy-efficient switching strategy, facilitated by BS cooperation,
can provide significant energy-saving potential for the cellular
networks with guaranteed quality of service.
Index Terms—Energy efficiency, base station switching, base
station cooperation, quality of service.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
industry has experienced an explosive growth during the
past few decades, and it continues to grow rapidly. Consuming
roughly 900 billion KWh per year, the ICT infrastructure
is responsible for about 10% of the world’s electric energy
consumption [1]. Within the ICT sector, the mobile telecommunication industry is one of the major contributors to energy
consumption.
In addition to the environmental impact, electric energy
consumption is also an important economic issue. Reports
show that nearly half of the total operating expenses for a
mobile telecommunication operator is the energy cost [2].
Therefore, an energy-efficient cellular network operation is
needed more than ever before to reduce both the operational
expenses and the carbon footprint of this industry.
In a typical cellular system, base stations (BSs) contribute
60%-80% of the energy consumption of the whole network
[3]. Thus, improving the energy-efficiency of the BSs can
significantly reduce both the operational cost and carbon
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footprint. However, the deployment and network operation of
BSs have mainly focused on optimizing capacity, coverage,
and data rates, instead of energy consumption until recently
[3]–[11]. One way to achieve this is to reduce the power
consumption of an active BS by, for example, designing
more efficient power amplifiers or decreasing the distance
between the BS hardware and the antennas. However, these
approaches have only a limited impact on the overall powerefficiency of the BS since its energy consumption is dominated
by components that simply keep a BS active, which do not
depend on the traffic load. As an example, a typical active
BS consumes 800-1500 W, while its power amplifier output is
only 40-80 W during the high-traffic hours [4]. This means that
a BS consumes more than 90% of its peak consumption under
the conventional operation even in periods of idle operation.
On the other hand, as shown in [5], the sinusoid-like BS traffic
profile exhibits large peak-to-peak variations during a typical
daily cycle. Therefore, to achieve better energy efficiency, one
can take a more efficient operation in which some BSs are
turned off in the network in a coordinated manner, and the
corresponding traffic load is distributed among the remaining
active BSs when the overall network traffic load is low (e.g.
during nights, weekends, and holidays).
A. Related Work
Among previous works on energy saving by BS operation
management mechanisms, the authors of [6] proposed turning
off half of the BSs in a regular pattern and analyzed the call
blocking probability and the average number of active calls as
functions of the call generation rate. In [3] and [5], the amount
of saved energy was characterized for different temporal
traffic patterns and switching strategies. A centralized and a
decentralized BS switching algorithm in [7] assigned “active”
or “sleep” states to BSs and users to “active” BSs based
on the transmission rate requirements of the users and the
capacity of the BSs. To lower the energy consumption, a
hierarchical cellular architecture was proposed in [8], where
additional microcells provided increased capacity during peak
hours, but these microcells were turned off during periods
with low traffic demand, resulting in a more energy-efficient
cellular system. Algorithms for the deployment and operation
of such a hierarchical network were proposed in [9] based
on the notion of area spectral efficiency. In [12], the cellular
network greening effect was studied under four combinations
of spatial-temporal power sharing policies, facilitated by shortterm (per each time slot) BS transmit power control with
global BS total power budget. The authors of [11] looked at the
energy-saving potential and investigated the impacts of traffic
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intensity and BS density to the energy saving performance
within the context of the LTE-Advanced cellular standard with
coordinated multi-point (CoMP) transmission and wireless
relaying. The authors of [10] considered the scenario where
two operators share the same BS during low traffic periods
and analyzed the achievable energy savings.
After switching off some BSs, the service areas of the
remaining active BSs increase, reducing the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) at the receiver side considerably due to increased
distances between the active BSs and the user equipments
(UEs). Most previous works did not consider the quality of
service (QoS) degradation due to this path-loss effect [13]–
[15]. In this work, we take into account both path-loss and
fading of wireless channels, and guarantee the QoS of UEs
while achieving energy saving.
The last decade witnessed a lot of progress in cooperative
communications [16], which can be used to effectively extend
the network coverage with reduced transmit power [17]. For
typical outdoor wireless environments, the path loss exponent
can be between 3 and 4. This means that when the distance
doubles, the required transmit power will increase at least
eight-fold to maintain the same received SNR without BS
cooperation. Such a penalty of increased transmit power may
considerably diminish the energy saving gained by turning off
BSs, which makes the BS cooperation an enabling technique
for the energy-efficient BS-switching operations.
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Fig. 1.

A local dense-deployment area covered by hexagonal cells.

paper. In Section III, we introduce four BS switch-off patterns
and calculate their associated call-blocking probabilities. In
Section IV, we investigate the channel outage probability of an
established channel link, taking into account the impact of the
offered load to the availability of active BSs in the cooperation.
We model and calculate the energy consumption of the BS
under the proposed BS switching patterns in Section V. Section
VI presents the numerical results of the system performances
and demonstrate the energy-saving potential of this proposed
scheme. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
B. Our Approach
In this paper, we propose an energy-efficient BS switching
strategy for cellular systems and use BS cooperation to effectively extend the network service to the areas of the switchedoff BSs. Specifically, based on the standard hexagonal cell
model [18], [19]1 , we consider four progressive BS switchoff patterns and dynamically switch among them according to
the traffic load to maximize energy saving. We study the QoS
of the resulting cellular system in terms of the call-blocking
probability and the channel outage probability, from both
the network-layer and the physical-layer perspectives, respectively. We derive and analyze the closed-form expressions for
the QoS metrics based on the hexagonal cell model. As will be
shown in this paper, the call-blocking probabilities associated
with different switch-off patterns characterize a feasible set
of patterns to choose from so that the minimum requirement
(on the call-blocking probability for any UE) is satisfied for
the given offered load. We guarantee the channel outage
probability by identifying the UEs situated at the worst-case
locations and use BS cooperation to ensure their minimum
QoS requirements. We evaluate the achievable energy saving
performance of the proposed scheme and compare them with
the conventional network operation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we describe the system model and QoS metrics used in this
1 Although regular hexagonal cells hardly exist in real life, the practical
deployment of macrocell BSs is always well planned and never random. More
importantly, the regularity of such a widely used hexagon model facilitates
clear and insightful analysis in the literature, as well as in this paper. The
intention of this paper is not to directly solve the detailed real-life problems;
rather, it strives to show that the ideas proposed in this work can lead to
significant energy-saving potential to cellular networks.

A. Network Model
We consider a standard cellular network model consisting of
hexagonal cells with radius R, and each cell is equipped with
a multi-antenna BS located in the center of the cell, as shown
in Fig. 1. In such a network, the fractional frequency reuse
is assumed with the neighboring cells allocated with different
bandwidths. The BSs are inter-connected with backhaul links,
through which communications are assumed to be low-cost,
reliable and high-speed. Each BS has M antennas, and the
UEs served by this network have one single antenna.
We assume that in each cell call requests arrive following a
Poisson process with an arrival rate λ(t) at time t, and the call
holding time has an expected value 1/μ. Consequently, each
cell provides an offered load of E(t) = λ(t)/μ (Erlang) to
the cellular infrastructure. For simplicity, we further assume
that the offered loads from different cells are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.).
We consider that each BS has a limited capacity to serve
a maximum number of active concurrent UEs due to its
limited hardware and software resources [20]2 . This number
is denoted by C in this paper. Note that such a limitation
is inherent at the BS and is not necessarily related to the
scarcity of channel resources. It means that even when there
are ample amount of available channel resources like the case
of low traffic hours, an individual BS has to reject a new
UE’s request if the number of concurrent UEs at this BS will
otherwise exceed C.
2 When a UE is served by multiple BSs through cooperation, this UE
accounts for an active UE at each of the BSs that participate this cooperation.
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B. Channel model and Cooperative Coverage Extension
(m)
hk

Let
denote the fading channel coefficient between a
(m)
UE and the m-th antenna of the k-th BS. hk is modeled
as circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables
with zero mean and variance
σk2

G
= α,
dk

(1)

where dk is the distance between the k-th BS and the UE, α
is the path loss exponent [15], [21], and G is a normalizing
(m)
gain factor. Assume that different hk are uncorrelated, and
that the channel state information is available at the BS side.
To efficiently extend coverage to the service areas of
the switched-off BSs and compensate the SNR loss due to
increased BS-UE distances, the nearby active BSs will use
cooperative communications. We limit the set of cooperating
BSs to the six direct neighboring BSs of the switched-off cells.
When a BS is switched off, it releases its channel resources
to its neighboring active BSs. Then the neighboring active
BSs use the channel resources obtained from the switched-off
BS to cooperatively serve (using cooperative beamforming)
the UEs inside the switched-off cell (referred to as, the moon
cell in the sequel). In the cells having an active BS (referred
to as, the sun cell), the UEs are served by the single active
BS the same way as in the conventional operation without
BS cooperation. Since the traffic load during these off-peaktraffic hours is lower than during peak hours, we assume that
during the energy-efficient operations, the available channel
resources can accommodate the reduced overall traffic load by
adopting certain interference management scheme [22]. Similar to [7] [11], it is also assumed that the use of cooperative
beamforming [23] will not cause a noticeably higher intercell interference level compared to the conventional operation.
Such an assumption simplifies the analytical derivations, and
at the same time can be justified as follows:
• Compared with the conventional cell-breathing scheme
(i.e. by simply increasing BS’s transmit power) [3], the
cooperative beamforming can steer the transmitted signals towards only the intended location where the signals
are summed constructively, which effectively reduces the
required total transmit power; on the other hand, thanks
to the spatial selectivity of cooperative beamforming, the
interference signals will be summed destructively at the
victim cells, whose power can be expected no much
higher than the conventional operation.
• Second, when the fractional frequency reuse is used in
this network, two cells that use the same frequency band
are separated by a distance. Considering the propagation
loss in cellular systems, the interference power is further
attenuated when it arrives at the victim cell.
• Third, although it is true that some neighboring cells
can be closer to the victim cell, in the BS cooperation,
each of the cooperating BSs only needs to transmit just a
fraction of the total transmit power, which further eases
its interference power to its neighboring cells.
For the UEs inside a moon cell, the cooperative coverage
extension schemes for both downlink and uplink are specified
as follows:
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1) Downlink: Since the channel state is known at the BS
side, the optimum cooperative transmission scheme is cooperative transmit beamforming which maximizes the received
SNR at the UE [23]. The resulting SNR at the UE (receiver)
is given by:
SN R =

K,M

k=1,m=1

(m)

|hk |2 PBS
PBS
=
NUE
NUE

K,M


(m)

|hk |2 , (2)

k=1,m=1

where PBS is the total transmit power of all the cooperating
BSs3 , NUE is the noise power at the UE, and K is the
number of cooperating BSs. Note that in (2), we ignore the
interference from other cells for analytical simplicity, given
the assumption that the use of cooperative beamforming will
not cause a noticeably higher inter-cell interference compared
to the conventional operation.
2) Uplink: For uplink, given that the channel state information is available at the BS side, Maximal Ratio Combining
(MRC) [21], [24] can be achieved by cooperative receive
beamforming among cooperating BSs. The resulting SNR at
the BS (receiver) side is
K,M


SN R =

(m)

PUE |hk |2
(m)

Nk

k=1,m=1

(3)

.
(m)

where PUE is the transmit power of the UE, and Nk is the
noise power received at the m-th antenna of the k-th BS. For
(m)
simplicity, we further assume that Nk are identical for all
(m)
k and m, i.e. Nk = NBS , then
SN R =

PUE
NBS

K,M


(m)

|hk |2 .

(4)

k=1,m=1

Due to the same structure of uplink and downlink shown in
(2) and (4), we could use a unified expression
SN R =

K,M

k=1,m=1

P (m) 2
|h | .
N k

(5)

where P and N denote the transmit power and the receiver
noise variance, respectively.
C. Quality of Service Metrics
In this paper, we propose an energy-efficient BS switching
strategy according to the varying offered traffic load. However,
the energy-saving purpose makes sense only when the QoS of
a UE is guaranteed to be above a certain required level. In this
paper, we consider and derive the closed-form expressions for
two QoS metrics:
• Call-Blocking Probability: how likely a UE’s request is
rejected by the infrastructure due to limited resources.
• Channel-Outage Probability: given that a UE’s request
is not rejected (therefore, a link is established between
3 In order to achieve the SNR level shown in (2), the m-th antenna
of the k-thBS transmits with a fraction of the total transmit power
  K,M



(m)
(m)
|hk |2 . Therefore, we assume that each indi|hk |2
k=1,m=1

vidual power constraint (limited by the power amplifier) on each antenna
and/or BS can be satisfied, and mainly focus on the total transmit power
consumption.
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this UE and available BS(s)), for a certain given SNR
threshold γ0 , how likely the instantaneous received SNR
level of the established link is lower than γ0 due to
channel fading.
During the off-peak-traffic hours, some BSs are switched off
to save energy. The traffic of the service areas of the switchedoff BSs is distributed to the remaining active BSs, which leads
to a higher aggregated traffic load for each of the remaining
active BSs. For a given offered load per cell, the more BSs are
turned off, the more UEs’ requests need to be addressed by
each active BS. Therefore, the QoS requirement on the callblocking probability in essence serves as a constraint for the
BS switch-off pattern selection. Given that a UE’s request has
been accepted by the infrastructure, we can then use channel
outage probability to measure the quality of the established
channel link. In this paper, we guarantee QoS by targeting at
the UEs situated at the worst-case locations in the network.
III. BS S WITCHING PATTERNS AND THE C ALL -B LOCKING
P ROBABILITIES
In this section, we introduce four BS switching patterns
that progressively turn off more BSs according to the offered
traffic load. Then, we calculate the call-blocking probability
associated with each pattern.
A. BS Switch-off Patterns
As the offered traffic load goes low, some of the BSs are
switched off, resulting in a more energy-efficient network operation, and the corresponding traffic load is distributed among
the remaining active BSs. In determining which BSs to switch
off in a large-scale network according to varying offered load,
the optimal solution involves integer programming, which is
proven to be NP-hard [25], [26]. Some previously proposed
suboptimal algorithms [7], [9] did not consider the possibility
of BS cooperation in their objective functions. Moreover, even
though an optimal solution is available for any given offered
load, the operational complexity of constantly switching BSs
on and off according to the continuously varying offered load
is not affordable for practical use. Therefore, we propose to
use a set of BS switching patterns which consist of scalable
building blocks to cover the cellular network. Specifically,
we consider four switch-off patterns in the context of BS
cooperation as shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2, the diagram of the switch-off pattern I visualizes a
basic switching pattern and the resulting cooperation topology
when one BS is switched off in a basic building block of
seven BSs. In this pattern, each moon cell is served by up
to six4 neighboring BSs through cooperative communications.
We will refer to this case as pattern I for short in the sequel.
Similarly, three more switch-off patterns II, III, and IV are
also presented in Fig. 2, corresponding to switching off one
BS out of three BSs, switching off two BSs out of four BSs,
and switching off three BSs out of four BSs, respectively.
Among a very large number of possible switching patterns,
the four switch-off patterns are heuristically chosen as the
4 When one or more of the six neighboring active BSs are fully occupied
due to the limited capacity C, they cannot help the UE by participating the
cooperation.
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Switch-off Pattern III

Network Deployment III
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Fig. 2.

Cooperation
Topology II

Network Deployment II

Switch-off Pattern IV

Building Block
IV

Building Block III

Cooperation
Topology III

Switch-off Pattern II

Cooperation
Topology IV

Network Deployment IV

Sun Cell (active cell)

Scalable switch-off patterns.

formations of small regular building blocks, provided that the
density of the users is roughly uniform across the cellular
network. The regularity brought by these patterns offers great
scalability for a large-scale deployment. Furthermore, after
being deployed across the network, each of the four patterns
results in the same cooperation topology for any moon cell
(regardless its location) under that pattern, as shown in Fig. 2.
Such system-wide homogeneity simplifies the analysis complexity and leads to a unified system analysis for each moon
cell. As one can see from Fig. 2, the four switch-off patterns
from I to IV turn off more BSs in a progressive manner to
achieve the energy-saving goal with guaranteed QoS. Defining
β to be the ratio of the number of switched-off BSs to the total
number of BSs for the four switch-off patterns I, II, III, and
IV, we obtain βI = 1/7 = 14.3%, βII = 1/3 = 33.3%,
βIII = 2/4 = 50.0%, and βIV = 3/4 = 75.0%. The
conventional operation adopts an ”all-on” pattern, in which
all BSs are active with βall-on = 0.
Since the traffic loads originating from the moon cells
are distributed to active BSs, we calculate the equivalent
aggregated traffic load for each active BS in different patterns.
Taking switch-off pattern II shown in Fig. 2 for example, each
active cell is surrounded by three moon cells that are to be
served through cooperating with other active BSs. Unless this
active BS is fully occupied, a call attempt from any of these
surrounding moon cells will become one additional concurrent
UE at this active BS. Therefore, for switch-off pattern II, the
aggregated traffic load for each active BS is the sum of the
load of its own cell and the loads of all the surrounding
= 4E(t). Similarly,
moon cells, i.e. EΣ,II (t) = (3+1)λ(t)
μ
EΣ,I (t) = 2E(t), EΣ,III (t) = 5E(t), and EΣ,IV (t) = 7E(t).
For the conventional operation, Eall-on (t) = E(t).
Since each active BS only has limited capacity for supporting concurrent UEs, when a UE’s request arrives, some
BSs may be too busy to help. This gives rise to a set of
cooperating modes in which some BSs are absent from the
basic cooperation topologies shown in Fig. 2 due to limited
resources.
The complete set of distinguishable cooperating modes (up
to rotations and mirroring) is presented in Fig. 3. Note that
different cooperating modes will appear with different relative
frequencies depending on the current offered load and the
switch-off pattern.
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B. Call-Blocking Probability
In this part, we calculate the call-blocking probability of
the UEs in the network under each proposed pattern. We first
define two types of call-blocking events for the sun cell and
the moon cell, respectively.
Definition 1. (Call Blocking for the Sun Cell) For any given
combination of the single-cell offered load E and switch-off
pattern w ∈ {I, II, III, IV } , the call-blocking event for the
UE in the sun cell occurs when all the C available resources
(for concurrent UEs) of the single BS of this sun cell are fully
occupied at the time when the UE’s request arrives.
Definition 2. (Call Blocking for the Moon Cell) For any given
combination of the single-cell offered load E and switch-off
pattern w ∈ {I, II, III, IV } , the call-blocking event for the
UE in the moon cell occurs when all the neighboring BSs that
remain active are fully occupied at the time when the UE’s
request arrives.
Since it is assumed that the traffic arrival process is a
Poisson process, we use the Erlang-B formula [27] to calculate
the blocking probability for each individual active BS, and
then investigate the two types of call blocking probabilities.
According to the Erlang-B formula, for a queuing system with
C servers but no buffer spaces for incoming service requests
to wait, if the service arrival process is a Poisson process
that offers a traffic load E, the blocking probability of such a
queuing system is given by
B(E, C) 

EC
C!
C

Ei
i!
i=0

(6)

,

which corresponds to the conventional all-on pattern without
BS cooperation.
Applying the Erlang-B formula to Definition 1, the call
blocking probability for the sun cell can be calculated as
follows:
PCB,sun (E, w) = B (EΣ,w (E), C) =

C
EΣ,w
C!
C Ei


,

(7)

Σ,w

i=0

i!

where E is the single-cell offered load, w ∈ {I, II, III, IV }
represents the switch-off pattern, and EΣ,w (E) is the aggregated offered load for the active BS of the sun cell under
switch-off pattern w.
From Definition 2, the call-blocking probability of the UE
in a moon cell can be written as
PCB,moon (E, w) = P r

K


{the k

th

BS is fully occupied}



k=1



 P r {the k th BS is fully occupied} , ∀k
(8)
= PCB,sun (E, w) ,
where K is the total number of the neighboring active BSs
for this moon cell.
From (8), one can see that the call-blocking probability for
the moon cell is always upper-bounded by the one for the
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sun cell. This is due to the multi-BS diversity brought by the
cooperation among multiple neighboring active BSs for the
moon cell. For this reason, in order to guarantee the QoS of
UEs in both sun cells and moon cells, we need to ensure that
max {PCB,moon (E, w) , PCB,sun (E, w)} = PCB,sun (E, w) is
below a certain threshold, by carefully choosing the switching
patterns according to the offered load.
IV. C HANNEL OUTAGE P ROBABILITY
In this section, we focus on the channel outage probability
as a physical layer QoS metric given that a channel link
has been established between a UE and the BS(s). If a
UE’s call-attempt is accepted by the available BSs, a link
will be established for this UE. Given the condition that a
UE’s request is not blocked, the channel outage probability
measures the quality of the established link. Specifically, we
are looking at a conditional probability that is defined as
follows:
Definition 3. (channel outage probability) Conditioned on that
a UE’s request is not blocked, the channel outage probability
for this UE is the conditional probability that the instantaneous SNR for the link established between this UE and BS(s)
is lower than a certain threshold γ0 .
It is worth noting that the channel outage probability defined
in this paper is discussed based on the condition that BS(s)
can accommodate the UE’s request and establish a link for this
UE. Therefore, a so defined channel outage probability, as a
conditional probability, focus on the quality of the physical
channel established between the BSs and the UE.
To guarantee the QoS for all UEs in energy-efficient operations, a spatially averaged QoS metric is not sufficient.
Since a UE can be anywhere within the cell, we will focus
on the channel outage probability of the UE situated at the
worst transmission/reception location within the cell for each
cooperating mode shown in Fig. 3. We start with the simple
case of the sun cell and the regular cell under the conventional
operation, and then investigate the more complicated cases of
the moon cell in the following part of this section.
For the sun cell (or equivalently, the regular cell under
the conventional operation), the UE is served by just one
BS located in the center of the cell. Therefore, the distance
between its worst-case location and the BS is the radius of the
cell R. The corresponding SN R expression is a special case
of (5) with K = 1:
SN R =

M
M
P σ02  2 (m) 2
P  (m) 2
|h0 | =
|h | ,
N m=1
N 2 m=1 σ02 0

(9)

where N is the noise power, P is the total transmit power of
(m)
BS (downlink) or UE (uplink), and h0 is the channel gain
between the UE and the m-th antenna of the BS with variance
σ02 = RGα .
M

(m)
2
|h |2 , which
For ease of simple notation, let V 
σ2 0
m=1

0

is a central chi-square random variable with 2M degrees of
freedom. Thus, the channel outage probability for the UE in
the sun cell (or equivalently, the UE under the conventional
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TABLE I
S OLUTIONS FOR T HE W ORST-C ASE L OCATION ( S ) (x∗ , y ∗ )
1

2
3



√
√
3R , 3R
0, − 3R ±
2
4
4


√
α = 4 (0, 0) 0, − 3R
(0, 0)
2
α = 3 (0, 0)

Mode #1

Fig. 3.

Mode #2

Mode #3

Mode #4

7

8


√
α = 3 (R, 0) 0, − 3R
2


√
α = 4 (R, 0) 0, − 3R
2

Mode #6

Mode #7

Mode #8

Mode #9

Mode #10

Mode #11

Mode #12

(±R, 0)

f (x, y) =

min

The complete set of distinguishable cooperating modes.

x,y

operation) can be obtained as

s. t.
α

,

(±R, 0)

5

6

(0, −0.1872R)

(0, 0)

(−R, 0)

(0, −0.1478R)

(0, 0)

10
11
12
 
 


√
√
√
0, − 3R
− R , − 3R
± R , − 3R
2
2
2
2
2

 
 

√
√
√
0, − 3R
− R , − 3R
± R , − 3R
2
2
2
2
2

where K is the number of cooperating BSs and M is the
number of antennas at each BS.
Consequently, determining the worst-case location within
the switched-off hexagonal area is equivalent to solving the
following constrained minimization problem:

Mode #5


 γ M, γ0 N R
PG
2γ0 N
Pout (sun) = P r V 
=
P σ02
(M − 1)!

9

4
(−R, 0)

(10)

x s−1 −t
e dt
0 t

⎧
⎨
⎩

K


1

α

[(x − xk + (y − yk )2 ] 2
√
√
√
3R  √
3x + y  √
3R;
− √
− 3R√ 3x − y√ 3R;
− 23 R  y  23 R.
k=1

)2

(13)

(14)

Since both the objective function and the constrains are continuously differentiable, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) [28]
conditions specify the necessary conditions for the solution
(x∗ , y ∗ ) as follows:

where γ(s, x) =
is the lower incomplete
Gamma function.
For the moon cell, we first identify the worst-case locations
• Stationarity Condition
for each cooperating modes shown in Fig. 3. Based on that,
 √ 
 √ 


the channel outage probability of the UE at the worst-case
0
3
3
∗ ∗
locations is derived for each mode. Finally, we combine the ∇f (x , y )+(μ1 −μ2 ) 1 +(μ3 −μ4 ) −1 +(μ5 −μ6 ) 1 = 0,
(15)
individual channel outage probability of every cooperating
where
mode using the relative frequencies of these cooperating
⎤
⎡
modes that we obtained from computer simulation.
K



∇f (x, y) =

A. Worst-Case Location
To guarantee the channel outage probability of the UEs in
the moon cells, the first step is to determine the worst-case
location within the moon cell, given the number and locations
of the available BSs under each cooperating mode. Fitting their
geological locations into a two-dimensional coordinate system
as shown in Fig. 1, the BS and UE locations are each assigned
a pair of coordinates. Specifically, we assign coordinates to the
cooperating BSs and the UE according to

•

Given the cooperative coverage extension scheme introduced in Section II, the resulting SNR is proportional to the
K,M

(m)
|hk |2 . To determine the worst-case location,
sum
k=1,m=1

we will only need to take into account the effect of path loss
by averaging out the fading component:
⎤
⎡
K,M
K


G
(m)
E⎣
|hk |2 ⎦ = M
,
(12)
dα
k
k=1,m=1

k=1

x−xk
⎢ −α k=1 [(x−xk )2 +(y−yk )2 ] α2 +1 ⎥
⎥.
=⎢
K
⎦
⎣

y−yk
−α
α +1
2
2
2
(x−x
)
+(y−y
)
k
k ]
k=1 [
(16)

Dual Feasibility Condition
μi  0, for all i = 1, . . . , 6;

•

BS1 = (x1 , y1 ), · · · , BSK = (xK , yK ); U E = (x, y).
Then, the distance between the UE and BSk can be written
as
1

dk = (x − xk )2 + (y − yk )2 2 .
(11)

∂
f (x, y)
∂x
∂
f (x, y)
∂y

•

Primal Feasibility Condition
√ ∗
√
⎧ √
∗
⎨ −√3R  √3x + y  √3R
− 3R√ 3x∗ − y ∗√ 3R
⎩
− 23 R  y ∗  23 R

(17)

(18)

Complementary Slackness Condition

⎧
√
√ 
⎪
μ1
3x∗ + y ∗ − 3R = 0;
⎪
⎪
⎨
√
√ 
μ3
3x∗ − y ∗ − 3R = 0;
⎪


√
⎪
⎪
⎩
μ5 y ∗ − 23 R = 0;

√
√ 
3x∗ + y ∗ + 3R = 0;
√
√ 
μ4
3x∗ − y ∗ + 3R = 0;


√
μ6 y ∗ + 23 R = 0;
(19)
μ2

Leveraging the geological symmetry in each cooperating
mode shown in Fig. 3, the worst case location of a UE in the
moon cell can be found without much effort from the KKT
conditions. Specifically, we have the solution for the worstcase location(s) of each cooperating mode with α = 3 (low
path loss) and α = 4 (high path loss) shown in Table I.
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TABLE II
O UTAGE P ROBABILITIES OF S YMMETRIC BS A RRANGEMENTS
K

3(α = 4)

4

6

3

9

√

6

1

σ2

d

√
√

3R
3R
3R

11

(

2

2

21
2 R

√

7R

we use an approximation developed in [29], whose accuracy
has been proven to be very well satisfying in many practical
applications [29]–[31].
In doing so, the distribution of the SN R is approximated
by that of another random variable Z = δΨ, where δ is a
scaling factor and Ψ is a central chi-square random variable
with s degrees of freedom, such that the expected value and
variance of the SN R are equal to those of Z. Specifically,

E [SN R] = δE [Ψ] = δs
(23)
V ar [SN R] = δ 2 V ar [Ψ] = 2δ 2 s

P

out


√
γ N ( 3R)α
γ 6M, 0
PG

√G α
3R)

(6M −1)!


9γ0 N Rα
γ 4M,
PG
(4M −1)!


√
γ N ( 3R)α
γ 3M, 0
PG

√G
( 3R)α
√G α
3R)

(3M −1)!


γ N (2R)α
γ 2M, 0
PG
(2M
−1)!
α
⎛
√
21 R
γ0 N
⎜
2
γ⎜
2M,
⎝
PG

G
(2R)α

2R

2

√

10

(

 √ G α
21 R
2

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(2M −1)!


√
γ N ( 7R)α
γ 2M, 0
PG

√G
( 7R)α

(2M −1)!

B. Individual Channel Outage Probability of Each Cooperating Mode
In this part, we analyze the channel outage probability
of the UEs situated at the worst-case locations within the
switched-off (moon) cell. According to Table I, we divide
all the cooperating modes into two categories: the symmetric BS arrangements and the asymmetric BS arrangements.
The symmetric arrangements include the cooperating modes
{1, 3(α = 4), 6, 9, 10, 11} , in each of which the neighboring active BSs are equally far away from the worst UE
location(s); The asymmetric arrangements include the modes
{2, 3(α = 3), 4, 5, 7, 8, 12} , in which the neighboring
active BSs are of different distances from the worst location(s).
1) Symmetric BS Arrangements: For the symmetric cases
in Fig. 3, such a symmetric geometry leads to identical channel
gain variances σk2 = dGα = dGα , for k = 1, · · · , K. Therefore,
k
(5) can be written as
SN R =
Since W 

K,M

k=1,m=1

P σk2
N 2

K,M

k=1,m=1

(m) 2
2
|
2 |hk
σk

2 (m) 2
|h | .
σk2 k

(20)

is a central chi-square ran-

dom variable with 2M K degrees of freedom, the probability
P r[W  w] (i.e. the CDF of W ) is given by
P r[W  w] =

γ(M K, w2 )
.
(M K − 1)!

(21)

Pout = P r[SN R  γ0 ] =

α

(M K − 1)!

.

To show how to apply this approximation to the asymmetric
BS arrangements, without loss of generality, we take the
cooperating mode 7 for example. All the other modes of the
asymmetric BS arrangements can be approximated similarly.
For the cooperating mode 7, the distances between the
worst-case
√ UE location and the three cooperating BSs are
d1 = 7R, d2 = 2R, and d3 = 2R, respectively. Then,
we can rewrite (5) as
SN R =

M
σ12 P  2 (m) 2 σ22 P
|h | +
2N m=1 σ12 1
2N

where σ12 =
M

m=1

(m)
2
|h |2
σ12 1

(

√G α ,
7R)

and σ22

and Z2 

K=3,M


2 (m) 2
|h | ,
σk2 k
k=2,m=1
(24)
G
= σ32 = (2R)
α . Let Z1 

K=3,M

k=2,m=1

(m) 2
2
| ,
2 |hk
σk

which are two

central chi-square random variables with 2M and 4M degrees
of freedom, respectively. Then, the expected value and the
variance of the SN R shown in (24) can be obtained as
follows:

σ2 P
P  2
σ12 P
2M + 2 4M =
σ1 M + 2σ22 M ;
2N
2N
N
(25)
 2 2
 2 2
σ1 P
σ2 P
V ar [SN R] = 4
M +8
M.
(26)
2N
2N

E [SN R] =

According to (23), we have the following equations to solve
for s:
2
σ14
1 2
M + σ24 M =
σ1 M + 2σ22 M ,
(27)
2
s
which yields
 2
 −α/2
2
2
σ1 + 2σ22
7
+ 21−α
s = 2M
= 2M
,
(28)
σ14 + 2σ24
7−α + 21−2α
and thus

Accordingly, the outage probability can be written as
γ M K, γ0PNGd
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(22)

Applying (22) to {1, 3(α = 4), 6, 9, 10, 11} , we obtain their channel outage probabilities in Table II.
2) Asymmetric BS Arrangements: For the asymmetric cases
shown in Fig. 3, the distances between the worst-case UE location and the cooperating BSs are different. The resulting SN R
as shown in (5) can be considered as a linear combination
of multiple chi-square random variables. Unfortunately, even
for the two-variable case, the exact expression for the SN R
distribution is too complicated for practical applications. Thus,





P σ14 + 2σ24
P G 7−α + 21−2α
E [SN R]
 α
.
=
=
δ=
s
2N (σ 2 + 2σ22 )
2N Rα 7− 2 + 21−α
(29)
Following [29], the SN R is approximated by Z = δΨ, where
Ψ is distributed as a chi-square random variable with s degrees
of freedom, so the outage probability can be approximated as

γ0 
Pout (7) = P r [SN R  γ0 ] ≈ P r [Z  γ0 ] = P r Ψ 
δ


α
−α/2
1−α
γ
N
R
7
+2
(
)
0
γ 2s , P G(7−α +21−2α )
,
(30)
=
Γ (s/2)
where Γ (x) =

∞ x−1 −t
e dt
0 t

is the Gamma function.
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TABLE III
O UTAGE P ROBABILITIES OF ASYMMETRIC BS A RRANGEMENTS
Modes

s

2M

2

3(α = 3)

4M


−α
√
−α 2

21
3 √3 −α +2
+2 3
2
2
2



27 −α +2 21 −α +2 9 −α
4
4
4
√
−α 2

21
3 −α +
2
2


9 −α + 21 −α
4
4


4M

4

= 6.0807M

2
√
2−α +( 7)−α

5(α = 3)

Pout
⎞
√
−α

−α
21
3 √3 −α +2
+2 3
N γ0 R α
⎜
⎟
2
2
2
⎜s
⎟
⎜
⎟


γ⎜ ,



⎟
27 −α +2 21 −α +2 9 −α
⎝2
⎠
PG
4
4
4

s
Γ
2
⎛
√
−α  ⎞

21
3 −α +
N γ0 R α
⎜
⎟
2
2
⎜s
⎟
⎟



γ⎜
−α
−α 
⎜2,
⎟
21
9
N γ0 R 3
⎝
⎠
+
PG
γ 3.0404M,4.0065
4
4
PG

=
Γ(3.0404M )
Γ s
2⎛

⎞
√
α
−α
N γ0 R
2
+( 7)−α
s
⎠
γ⎝ ,
2
P G(4−α +7−α )

s
Γ
2


N γ0 R 3
γ 3.7171M,5.0410
PG
⎛

(4−α +7−α )
7.4343M



Γ(3.7171M )

N γ0 R 4
PG

γ 3.6904M,8.6892

5(α = 4)

7.3808M
2M

7


2 +2σ2 2
σ1
2
4 +2σ4
σ1
2

2M

8

= 2M

⎛
γ⎝ s ,
2

2
7−α/2 +21−α
7−α +21−2α

Γ(s/2)
√
−α  ⎞
 √ −α
21
3 3
+2
N γ0 R α
⎜
⎟
2
2
⎜s
⎟
⎟

γ⎜
−α
−α 
⎜2,
⎟
21
27
⎝
⎠
+2
PG
4
4

Γ s
2


√
N γ0 Rα ( 7)α
γ M,
PG
⎛

√
−α 2
 √ −α
21
3 3
+2
2
2


27 −α +2 21 −α
4
4

2M

12

(M −1)!

Similarly, we can obtain the worst-case probabilities of
other cooperating modes with asymmetric BS arrangements
and summarize in Table III.
C. Overall Channel Outage Probability
The overall channel outage probability for the UE in the
moon cell can be obtained by combining the individual channel outage probability of every cooperating mode according
to their relative frequencies. Specifically, the overall channel
outage probability of pattern w ∈ {I, II, III, IV } is obtained
as follows,
Poverall (w) =

12


fi (w, E) Pout (i)

(31)

i=1

where fi (w, E) 

Ni (w,E)
12

Ni (w,E)

i=1

Γ(3.6904M )
⎞
γ0 N Rα 7−α/2 +21−α
⎠
−α
1−2α
P G(7
+2
)

is the relative frequency of

the i−th cooperating mode under pattern w among all the 12
cooperating modes shown in Fig. 3, when the offered load
of each cell is E; Pout (i) is the worst-case channel outage
probability of cooperating mode i.
The relative frequency of each cooperating mode can be
obtained by conducting a computer simulation of the system
dynamics. For each switch-off pattern based on the system
model introduced in Section II, we count the frequency of
each cooperating mode over a large number of time quanta.
In this simulation, each cell (either sun cell or moon cell)
supplies an i.i.d. offered load of E to the infrastructure. The
offered load is then aggregated at each active BS which has
a limited capacity of C active concurrent UEs, according to
the chosen switch-off pattern. The histograms of the relative
frequencies of the cooperating modes under each pattern is
shown with both low and high traffic loads in Section VI.

V. E NERGY S AVING A NALYSIS
In this section, we quantify the energy saving achieved by
the proposed scheme. When a BS is switched off, only a
negligible amount of energy is consumed5. When a BS is on,
the total power consumption Ptotal of an active BS can be
divided into two main parts [32], [33]:
• The idle power consumption, represented by Pidle ,
which does not depend on the network traffic load. This
power is consumed as long as a BS is on, even if there
is little traffic load.
• The transmit power consumption, represented by PRF ,
which depends on the network traffic load. This part
mainly includes the consumption of the radio frequency
(RF) output components. Specifically, we model PRF as
PRF = E PERF,Peak
, where EPeak denotes the offered load
Peak
during peak hours, and PRF,Peak represents a BS’s total
transmit power consumption during peak hours under
conventional operation (with all BSs remaining active).
We also assume that the additional baseband signal processing
power consumed due to cooperation among active BSs is
negligible compared to the aforementioned two main parts.
, then the energy consumption per BS
Define η  PPRF,Peak
idle
under the conventional operation can be calculated as follows:


PRF,Peak
E
Dconv = Pidle +E
= Pidle 1 + η
, (32)
EPeak
EPeak
where PRF,Peak is assumed to be just enough to guarantee
the channel outage probability of the UE at the worst case
location under conventional operation during peak hours.
5 This very small amount of energy is consumed by some mechanism
of a turned-off BS to turn it back on. For simplicity, we approximate
such an amount close to zero, considering that such mechanism can be
implemented through a network interface to the backhaul network (dedicated
wired network) which consumes a negligible amount of power.
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TABLE IV
S YSTEM PARAMETERS

0

10

I, II, III, IV
[0:2:40] (Erlang)
50
Normalized to 1
4
1
[-10:5:25] dB

RF,Peak
η= P
idle
EPeak
Path-loss Exponent α
QoS Threshold: Call-blocking Probability
QoS Threshold: Channel Outage Probability

10%
40 (Erlang)
4
 2%
 10−3

P

−1

10
Worst−Case Call−Blocking Probability

Switch-off Patterns
Offered Load E
BS Service Capacity C
Cell Radius R
Number of antennas at BS M
Number of antennas at the UE
P
φ = γ NR
α /G
0
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−2

10

E=5.75

−3

10

E=10.06

E=40.00

E=20.13

E=8.05

−4

10

Pattern all−on
Pattern I
Pattern II
Pattern III
Pattern IV
Qos Threshold 2%

−5

10

−6

10

During energy-efficient operations, the UEs of the sun cell
are served by the single BS inside the sun cell in the same
way of conventional operation. Meanwhile, depending on
which pattern to use, a portion β of BSs are switched off,
resulting in βPidle power saving and transferring the traffic
load from the moon cells to the remaining active BSs. Since
the minimum requirement of channel outage probability is
guaranteed for the UE at the worst-case locations through
transmit power control, the calculation of the total energy
consumption has to take into account the changes of PRF for
the moon cells. On the one hand, due to increased distances
between the UEs of the moon cell and active BSs, the required
PRF will increase to maintain the minimum QoS requirement
for the worst-case locations. On the other hand, the use of
BS-cooperation helps significantly reduce such a penalty of
increased PRF . We define ρ as the ratio of the total transmit
power required for cooperative transmission to the transmit
power required in conventional operation to maintain the same
minimum channel outage probability for their corresponding
worst-case locations. The energy consumption per BS under
energy-efficient operations is defined as the ratio of the total
energy consumed to serve every cell (including both moon and
sun cells) to the total number of BSs (including both active
and switched-off BSs), which can be written as
Deff = (1 − β) (Pidle + PRF ) + ρβPRF


E
E
= Pidle (1 − β) + (1 − β) η
+ ρβη
EPeak
E
 Peak

E
= Pidle 1 − β + η
(1 + β (ρ − 1)) .
(33)
EPeak
VI. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we present some numerical results showing
the performance and the energy saving potential of such
an energy-efficient cellular network employing the proposed
BS switching patterns and cooperative coverage extension
scheme. In the numerical evaluations, unless otherwise stated,
the system parameters are chosen as shown in Table IV.
A. Call-Blocking Probability
In this part, we present the call-blocking probabilities for the
switch-off patterns and compare them with the conventional
all-on pattern (i.e. all BSs are active without cooperation). As
shown in Section III-B, the call-blocking probability for the

0

5

10

15
20
25
Offered Load E (Erlang)

30

35

40

Fig. 4. The worst-case (sun cell) call-blocking probabilities versus the offered
load.

sun cell always serves as an upper bound for that of the moon
cell. In this paper, we guarantee the QoS of UEs by targeting
at the performances of a UE situated in the worst case. In
doing so, we focus the call-blocking probability of the sun
cell that represents the minimum QoS level to be maintained
when switching off BSs.
Fig. 4 shows the worst-case (sun cell) call-blocking probabilities of different patterns. From Fig. 4, one can see that
switching off more BSs would incur higher probability of
call blocking, since each active BS is responsible for a larger
aggregated traffic load. Thus, the correspondence between
the pattern and the call-blocking probability characterizes a
feasible set of candidate patterns so that the minimum QoS
requirement on the call-blocking probability is satisfied for
a given offered load. Specifically, for the numerical results
shown in Fig. 4, the feasible set S is given by
⎧
{All − on, I, II, III, IV } , if E ∈ [0, 5.75);
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
if E ∈ [5.75, 8.05);
⎨ {All − on, I, II, III} ,
if E ∈ [8.05, 10.06);
S = {All − on, I, II} ,
⎪
⎪
{All − on, I} ,
if E ∈ [10.06, 20.13);
⎪
⎪
⎩
{All − on} ,
if E ∈ [20.13, 40.25].
(34)
B. Channel Outage Probability
In this part, we show the numerical results of the channel
outage probability defined and analyzed in Section IV. Fig.
5 shows the histograms of the relative frequencies of the 12
cooperating modes with various traffic loads. In Fig. 5, two
observations are of interest: one is that a more conservative
(i.e. turning off less BSs) pattern exhibits a better chance to
have more BSs cooperatively serve the UEs than the more
aggressive (i.e. turning off more BSs) pattern; the other is
that given a switch-off pattern, as the traffic load grows, more
BSs will be out of the cooperation because they are too busy
(i.e. fully occupied) to help.
To characterize the channel outage probability, we define
P
α
φ = γ0 N R
α /G , where the denominator γ0 N R /G is predefined for a given network and fixed in our simulation. The
quantity φ represents a given SNR level normalized by the
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The energy consumption per BS with α = 4, C = 50, η = 10%..
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Fig. 5. The histogram of the relative frequencies of the cooperating modes
under different switch-off patterns.
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The worst-case channel outage probabilities of the established link.

network- and deployment-dependent system parameters. Thus,
the ratio of two φ values (difference in dB) is indicative of
how much extra transmit power is needed to be able to move
from one SNR level to the other.
Fig. 6 presents the channel outage probabilities of all the
patterns with low and high traffic loads. In Fig. 6, the solid
curve represents the performance of the conventional all-on
pattern (or equivalently, the channel outage probability of
the UE in the sun cell), which serves as a benchmark of
the additional energy-efficient patterns proposed in this paper.
From Fig. 6, when E = 10 Erlangs, to achieve a channel
outage probability of 10−3 , Pattern I demands 4.81 dB less
transmit power than the conventional pattern, resulting in
ρ(I, E = 10) = 0.3305, thanks to the cooperation of BSs;
but for the same QoS requirement, the other three switch-off
patterns require more transmit power than the conventional
pattern due to the increased BS-UE distances and fewer
remaining active BSs, leading to ρ(II, E = 10) = 1.1416,
ρ(III, E = 10) = 14.23, and ρ(IV, E = 10) = 39.43.
As the traffic load increases, targeting at the channel outage
probability of 10−3 , the ratios of the required transmit powers
increase as shown in Table V. This is because when the
traffic load is higher, the remaining active BSs will be more
frequently occupied, further reducing diversity order of the BS
cooperation.

The energy saving ability under different levels of offered
loads, as defined in (32) and (33), is evaluated in this part.
Fig. 7 shows the energy consumption per BS for different patterns and the corresponding energy-efficient patternswitching strategy, with η = 10%, the target call-blocking
probability requirement of 2%, and path loss exponent α = 4.
In Fig. 7, the four vertical dashed lines indicate how much
traffic load each pattern can hold with the 2% call-blocking
probability requirement; the solid curves represent the energy
consumption of different patterns (as marked in the figure).
From Fig. 7, one can see that no single pattern can achieve
the best energy-saving performance all the time with the minimum requirement of QoS guaranteed. Therefore, a switching
strategy among these patterns that jointly considers both the
resulting energy consumption and the QoS requirement is
desirable and characterized by the dotted curves in Fig. 7. As
shown in Fig. 7, the most energy-efficient pattern is chosen
according to the offered load. As the offered load varies,
the pattern switching occurs whenever a more energy-efficient
pattern becomes feasible (35) or the currently chosen pattern
would otherwise violate the constraint of the call-blocking
probability. As shown in Fig. 7, during the very low traffic
period (E < 5), the proposed operation can save more than
50% of the energy consumed by the conventional scheme with
guaranteed QoS; for about half of the period of a typical day6 ,
the proposed energy-efficient patterns can be applied to save
energy that is currently being wasted under the conventional
all-on pattern.
1) Impact of the path loss exponent: Fig. 8 shows the
energy consumption results with a lower path loss exponent
α = 3, keeping the other parameters the same with Fig. 7
6 according

to the near-sinusoid daily traffic profile reported in [5]
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it is worthwhile to study its impact to the energy saving
performance. The impact of C is two-fold:
First, the service capacity C affects the call blocking
probability. A larger service capacity of BS helps reduce the
call blocking probability for a given offered load under any
pattern, which loosens the constraint on pattern selection. For
example, with a given call-blocking probability QoS threshold
2%, compared with the constraint with C = 50 as shown by
(34), a larger C = 80 gives the following loosened constraint:
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(i.e. C = 50 and η = 10%). Comparing Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,
one can see that the energy consumption with lower path loss
grows much slower with the increasing offered load than the
one with high path loss. This is due to the fact that with a
smaller path loss, the total transmit power required to extend
coverage to the moon cells is reduced, resulting a smaller ρ
in (33).
2) Impact of η: Fig. 9 shows the energy consumption
results with a larger η = 15% (with all the other parameters
the same as used in Fig. 7). Comparing Fig. 9 with Fig. 7, one
can see that as η increases, the more aggressive patterns7 lose
their advantages in energy saving to the more conservative
patterns at smaller offer load. This is because a larger η gives
a larger weighting factor to the transmit power consumption,
in which case the benefit of having more cooperating BSs
available in the more conservative patterns can be observed
earlier at smaller offer load.
3) Impact of C: Unlike the parameters α and η which are
determined by the characteristics of a given system, the service
capacity C is a design parameter that can be expanded by
upgrading hardware and software at the BS [20]. Therefore,
7 Pattern IV is considered as the most aggressive pattern, while the Pattern
all-on is considered as the most conservative pattern, in terms of the number
of switched-off cell.

⎧
{All − on, I, II, III, IV } ,
⎪
⎪
⎪ {All − on, I, II, III} ,
⎨
S = {All − on, I, II} ,
⎪
⎪
⎪ {All − on, I} ,
⎩
{All − on} ,

if
if
if
if
if

E
E
E
E
E

∈ [0, 9.883);
∈ [9.883, 13.81);
∈ [13.81, 17.31);
∈ [17.31, 34.39);
∈ [34.39, 68.70].
(35)

Second, the service capacity C affects the relative frequencies of the cooperating modes. A larger service capacity of BS
reduces the likelihood that an active BS is fully occupied, so
that more active BSs can still participate the BS cooperation
at higher offer loads, which helps reduce the required transmit
power (due to cooperative beamforming).
In Fig. 10, we presented the energy consumption results
with a larger service capacity C = 80 (with all the other
parameters the same as used in Fig. 7). Comparing Fig. 10
with Fig. 7, the larger service capacity C allows the more
aggressive patterns to operate at higher offered load. For
example, with C = 50 in Fig. 7, Pattern IV has to switch to
Pattern III at E = 5.75 Erlangs to guarantee the call-blocking
probability not exceeding the 2% threshold, even though at
E = 5.75 Erlangs Pattern IV still demands less energy than
Pattern III. However, with C = 80 in Fig. 10, the switch
between Pattern IV and Pattern III occurs at E = 9.37 Erlangs,
which is facilitated by the fact that with C = 80 Pattern IV is
allowed to operate up to E = 9.883 Erlangs without violating
the 2% QoS threshold of the call-blocking probability.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
In this paper, we propose an energy-efficient BS switching
strategy in which some BSs are turned off and BS cooperation
is used to effectively extend coverage with guaranteed QoS.
Based on the standard hexagonal cell network model, four
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switch-off patterns are introduced to progressively turn more
BSs off to save energy according to the offered traffic load. We
consider QoS from both the network-layer and the physicallayer perspectives, and analyze the call-blocking probability
and the channel outage probability. We guarantee the QoS
of the UEs under the energy-efficient patterns by focusing
on the worst-case transmission/reception locations instead of
just looking at the spatially averaged performance. With guaranteed QoS, the energy-saving performance of the proposed
scheme is evaluated. Both the analytical and numerical results
exhibit significant energy-saving potential of the proposed idea
of BS switching and cooperative coverage extension.
Several implications based on this work can be useful to
practical cellular networks. First, switching off some BSs
during low-traffic hours according to several predetermined
patterns is effective in energy-saving with feasible complexity.
Although the regular hexagonal cells hardly exist in reality,
the well-planned macrocell BS deployment and the consistent
periodicity of traffic profiles [4], [5] afford the off-line computation of several progressive switching patterns for a certain
area. Second, BS cooperation can be used to effectively extend
coverage, especially when some BSs are off. Cooperation
among BSs has been made available in recent standards
such as LTE-advanced, referred to as Coordinated Multi-Point
(CoMP), facilitating a basis for the proposed cooperative coverage extension scheme. Lastly, given the significant energysaving potential predicted by the theoretical model, it can be
worthwhile to investigate the potential signaling cost of pattern
switching, UE handover, and BS Cooperation, which will be
interesting future research.
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